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NERF ALPHASTRIKE 2019 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 

Start blasting with ALPHASTRIKE blasters from NERF, the number one blaster brand! If you’re new to the NERF brand, 

ALPHASTRIKE blasters are an awesome way to get into adrenaline-pumping NERF battles and experience the power and 

performance of the NERF brand. They’re easy to use so first-time battlers can begin blasting fast. And if you’re already a 

NERF fan, these blasters make great additions to your NERF collection! 

The 2019 NERF ALPHASTRIKE line includes: 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE STINGER SD-1  

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $2.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

The STINGER SD-1 blaster fires 1 dart at a time and is easy to use: Load 1 dart into the barrel, pull 

the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire. Small and portable, it’s great for stealth battles 

and fast-moving games. It comes with 8 Official NERF Elite darts for multiple reloads. Official NERF 

darts are tested and approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam with flexible, 

hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: blaster and 8 darts. Available at most major toy 

retailers nationwide. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE STINGER SD-1 TARGETING SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $4.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

Practice your skills with the 11-piece STINGER SD-1 TARGETING SET that includes a blaster, 8 darts, 

and 2 half-targets that can be attached to create 1 whole target. This compact blaster is great for 

stealth battles and fast-moving games. Load 1 dart into the barrel, pull the handle to prime, and 

press the trigger to fire. It comes with 8 Official NERF Elite darts. Official NERF darts are tested and 

approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No 

batteries required. Includes: blaster, 8 darts, and 4 half-targets. Available at most major toy 

retailers nationwide. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE STINGER SD-1 8-PACK 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

This super set of 8 STINGER SD-1 blasters is a blast at parties and makes a great gift! The blasters 

fire 1 dart at a time and are easy to use: Load 1 dart into the barrel, pull the handle to prime, and 

press the trigger to fire. The pack includes 16 Official NERF Elite darts so everyone has enough for 

multiple reloads. Official NERF darts are tested and approved for performance and quality and 

constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: 8 blasters and 16 

darts. Available exclusively at Target. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE STINGER SD-1 4-PACK 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

This awesome set of 4 STINGER SD-1 blasters is a blast at parties and makes a great gift! The 

blasters fire 1 dart at a time and are easy to use: Load 1 dart into the barrel, pull the handle to 

prime, and press the trigger to fire. The pack includes 8 Official NERF Elite darts so everyone has 

enough for reloads. Official NERF darts are tested and approved for performance and quality and 
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constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: 4 blasters and 8 

darts. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE TIGER DB-2 DUAL TARGETING SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $24.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

The 22-piece TIGER DB-2 DUAL TARGETING SET includes 2 TIGER DB-2 blasters that fire 2 darts in a 

row for double-barrel blasting! Also includes 16 Official NERF Elite darts and 4 half-targets that can 

be attached to create 2 whole targets. Load 2 darts, pump the priming handle, and pull the trigger 

to fire 1 dart. Prime and pull again to fire the second dart. Official NERF darts are tested and 

approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No 

batteries required. Includes: 2 blasters, 16 darts, and 4 half-targets. Available exclusively at Meijer. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE TIGER DB-2 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $12.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

The TIGER DB-2 blaster features double-barrel blasting! This pump-action blaster fires 2 darts in a 

row and gets you playing fast: Load 1 dart into each barrel, pump the handle to prime, and press 

the trigger to fire 1 dart. Prime the blaster and pull the trigger again to fire the second dart. 

Includes 12 Official NERF Elite darts for multiple reloads. Official NERF darts are tested and 

approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No 

batteries required. Includes: blaster and 12 darts. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE FANG QS-4  

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $4.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

The FANG QS-4 blaster has 4 barrels so you can fire up to 4 darts in a row! Easy to use to get you 

playing fast: Load 1 dart into each barrel, pull the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire 1 

dart. It comes with 10 Official NERF Elite darts for multiple reloads. Official NERF darts are tested 

and approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No 

batteries required. Includes: blaster and 10 darts. Available exclusively at Walmart. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE FANG QS-4 DUAL TARGETING SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

Practice your skills and play competitive games with the 18-piece FANG QS-4 DUAL TARGETING SET 

that includes 2 blasters, 12 darts, and 4 half-targets that can be attached together to create 2 

whole targets. Load 4 darts into each blaster, pull the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire 

1 dart at a time. Official NERF Elite darts are tested and approved for performance and quality and 

constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: 2 blasters, 12 darts, 

and 4 half-targets. Available exclusively at Walmart. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE FANG QS-4 TARGETING SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

Practice your skills with the 13-piece FANG QS-4 TARGETING SET that includes a blaster, 8 darts, 

and 4 half-targets that can be attached together to create 2 whole targets. Load 4 darts into the 

FANG QS-4 blaster, pull the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire 1 dart at a time. Official 

NERF Elite darts are tested and approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam 

with flexible, hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: blaster, 8 darts, and 4 half-targets. 

Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 

 

 

 



 NERF ALPHASTRIKE FANG QS-4 LOAD OUT SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

This 2-blaster set comes with a whopping 68 darts, so you and another player have plenty of darts 

to keep on reloading – and keep on blasting! The LOAD OUT SET includes 2 FANG QS-4 blasters that 

are easy to use to get you battling fast: Load 4 darts into each blaster, pull the handle to prime, and 

press the trigger to fire 1 dart. Official NERF Elite darts are tested and approved for performance 

and quality and constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: 2 

blasters and 68 darts. Available exclusively at Ross. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE COBRA RC-6 DUAL TARGETING SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

Blast into NERF games with the 26-piece COBRA RC-6 DUAL TARGETING SET that includes 2 

blasters, 20 darts, and 4 half-targets that can be attached to create 2 whole targets. Load 6 darts 

into each COBRA RC-6 blaster, pull the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire 1 dart at a 

time. Includes 20 Official NERF Elite darts that are tested and approved for performance and quality 

and constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: 2 blasters, 20 

darts, and 4 half-targets. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE COBRA RC-6 TARGETING SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

Practice your skills with the 17-piece COBRA RC-6 TARGETING SET. The blaster has a 6-dart capacity 

so you can fire 6 darts in a row. Blast the 4 half-targets or attach them together to create 2 whole 

targets. Load 6 darts into the blaster, pull the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire 1 dart. It 

includes 12 Official NERF Elite darts that are tested and approved for performance and quality and 

constructed of foam with flexible, hollow tips. No batteries required. Includes: blaster, 12 darts, 

and 4 half-targets. Available exclusively at Target. 

 

 NERF ALPHASTRIKE MISSION OPS SET 

 (Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2019) 

This 31-piece MISSION OPS SET includes 4 blasters, 25 darts, and targets to practice skills and 

compete in NERF games! Great for gift-giving, parties, anytime! Includes 2 STINGER SD-1 blasters, 1 

COBRA RC-6 blaster, 1 TIGER DB-2 blaster, and 2 half-targets that attach to create 1 whole target. 

Easy to use: Load, prime, and fire in 3 quick steps. Includes 25 Official NERF Elite darts that are 

tested and approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam with flexible, hollow 

tips. No batteries required. Includes: 4 blasters, 2 half-targets, and 25 darts. Available exclusively at 

Walmart. 
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